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Magnetically suspended control and sensitive gyroscope (MSCSG) with two capabilities including attitude control and attitude
measurement is promising in meeting the requirements of novel spacecraft. When the momentum vector of a high-speed rotor
suspended in five directions is tilted by Lorentz force-type magnetic bearing, the instantaneous large control moment is obtained.
+e spacecraft attitude can be sensed by a high-speed rotor without deflection interference torque. In this paper, a novel MSCSG
with sphere rotor is presented, and its spherical structure and working principle are introduced. +e magnetic bearing-rotor
dynamic model is established based on Newton’s second law and the gyrokinetic equations. +e generating mechanism of three
interferences, including bearing dynamic reaction force, deflection torque, and centrifugal force, is analyzed. +e feedforward
compensation control against three interferences for MSCSG is adopted, and the loading sequence of three interferences is
simulated.+e optimal sequence of bearing dynamic reaction force, deflection torque, and centrifugal force is used.+e radial and
axial vibration displacement amplitudes are reduced from 20.8 μm and 31.7 μm to 9.4 μm and 14.9 μm, respectively. +e ex-
perimental results are in good agreement with the simulation, which indicates theMSCSG rotor unbalance vibration is suppressed
effectively by the feedforward compensation method.

1. Introduction

+e ball bearing flywheels have been used in orbiting
spacecraft for attitude control for several decades. Never-
theless, the metal-to-metal contact of the bearing elements
and the need for the lubricant supply are unavoidable [1, 2].
+e emergence of magnetic bearings provides the possibility
of solving this intractable problem. +e use of magnetic
bearing enables the flywheel to possess the characteristics of
long service life, no stiction-friction effect, high reliability,
and control precision [3–5]. Magnetically suspended mo-
mentum and reaction flywheels were applied in the SPOT
satellites provided by Alcatel Space Industries [6, 7]. +e
attitude control and energy storage flywheels suspended by
magnetic bearings with high-speed rotors were used in the
American Hubble Space Telescope [8]. +e three types of
inertial flywheels above are suitable for stability attitude
control because of the high precision output torque [6–8].

However, the spacecraft is short of rapid manoeuvrability
due to the little control torques above. +e momentum
vector of gimballing flywheels suspended in five directions
can be tilted actively with respect to the spacecraft body to
generate instantaneously large control torque. +us, the
magnetically suspended gimballing flywheel is promising in
meeting the requirements of both precision and manoeu-
vrability [9, 10]. When the deflection interference torque of
the high-speed free suspension rotor is compensated by
tilting magnetic bearings, the spacecraft attitude can be
sensed by the rotor [11]. +e two capabilities, attitude
control and attitude measurement, are integrated in the
magnetically suspended control and sensitive gyroscope
(MSCSG).

+e synchronous vibration in a magnetically suspended
system is caused by the mass unbalance which resulted from
manufacture errors and raw material mass unevenness
[12, 13]. +e vibration interferences can be classified into
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three cases, the centrifugal force, the unbalanced mass
moment, and the composite interference derived from the
former two cases.+e centrifugal force interference is caused
by the parallel offset between the rotor mass centroid and the
rotor rotating axis. To suppress the vibration induced by the
centrifugal force, lots of feedback control methods are
proposed by scholars. Takeshi analyzed the basic charac-
teristics of the magnetically suspended control system based
on the transfer function and introduced an active vibration
control feedback compensation method [14]. +ere are
considerable errors and variations of the power amplifier in
the magnetically suspended control system when the tem-
perature changes largely. To eliminate the errors and vari-
ations in [14], Fang et al. proposed an adaptive feedback
compensation method with a gain phase modifier for the
vibration in a magnetically suspended control moment
gyroscope system [15]. +e feedforward compensation
method with a very high response speed compared with the
feedback method is usually used for the magnetically sus-
pended system. Jiang et al. proposed a feedforward com-
pensation method based on the Fourier coefficients [16]. Shi
et al. developed an adaptive feedforward compensation
method based on the filtered-x leased mean square algo-
rithm for synchronous disturbance attenuation [17]. Both
the feedforward compensation methods in [16, 17] are
applied to suppress the unbalanced vibration of the rotor
with a low speed of 3000 r/min and 1300 r/min, respectively.
Betschon and Knospe and Gao, respectively, proposed an
adaptive feedforward control based on gain matrix function
and a variable step size least mean square feedforward
compensation strategy for suppressing the high-speed rotor
vibration induced by the centrifugal force [18, 19]. However,
the influence of low-pass characteristics of the power am-
plifiers on vibration compensation accuracy in the control
systems is not considered in [18, 19]. Wei and Xiang
designed an adaptive feedforward compensation controller
based on the LMS algorithm for the unbalance vibration
control of magnetically suspended control moment gyro-
scope [20]. In addition, Zheng and Feng proposed a feed-
forward compensation method based on an adaptive notch
filter used for suppressing the unbalance vibration of
magnetically suspended compressor [21].

Due to the existence of the centrifugal force and the un-
balanced mass moment, composite interference should be
considered. Tang et al. and Xu et al. presented two feedback
control methods using general notch filter and plural notch
filter for suppressing the unbalance vibration of magnetically
suspended flywheel and control moment gyroscope system,
respectively [22, 23]. Because of the narrow range of the
trapping parameters of the notch filter in [22, 23], the com-
pensation ability on the vibration of different frequencies is
limited. Chen et al. presented a double-loop vibration com-
pensation method for the rotor unbalance vibration of the
magnetically suspended motor [24]. +e interference coupling
problem in the single loop is remedied by the double-loop
without adopting the notch filter and setting fixed parameters.

+e centrifugal force can be ignored when the rotor mass
centroid lies in the rotor rotating axis. So, the unbalance
mass moment is the main interference. Tang and Chen

established the unbalanced vibration control model of the
magnetically suspended control moment gyroscope and
realized unbalanced vibration feedback control by com-
bining the notch filter and the adaptive controller [25]. Bi
et al. used the domain iterative learning algorithm to identify
the unbalance distribution, and the unbalance vibration is
compensated by the synchronous compensation signal [26].
+e compensation methods for unbalance vibration in
[25, 26] are verified by simulation. Li et al. adopted the
general notch filter to suppress the same frequency current
and used the feedback control to adjust the control current
for suppressing the unbalance vibration [27]. However, the
nonlinearity in the magnetic bearing system on unbalance
vibration is not considered in [27]. Grochmal and Lynch and
Tung et al. designed a nonlinear reduced-order disturbance
observer and an integral type disturbance observer to esti-
mate the unbalance mass moment and used nonlinear
control and fuzzy gain tuner to compensate the unbalance
vibration, respectively [28, 29]. Due to the low estimation
accuracy of the disturbance observer and the low stability of
the control system at the high speed, both the precision and
bandwidth of the disturbance observer should be considered
simultaneously. +erefore, Gerlach et al. designed a self-
learning adaptive filter to compensate the unbalance vi-
bration of a high-speed rotor of the five-degree-of-freedom
full-active high torque flywheel [30]. Since the high response
speed of feedforward, Hui et al. and Zhou and Shi proposed
two feedforward compensation methods [31, 32]. Hui et al.
employed an adaptive feedforward control method to
suppress the unbalance vibration of a magnetically sus-
pended compressor [31]. Zhou and Shi designed a time-
varying disturbance observer for estimating the unbalance
mass moment of a magnetically suspended rigid rotor [32].

+e conventional magnetic bearing air gap shapes with a
cylindrical shell, thin wall, and cone shell will be changed
when the rotor is driven from the equilibrium position. +e
interference torque is induced due to the gradient of the air
gap magnetic flux density, and the rotor control accuracy is
reduced. +erefore, the sphere magnetic bearings with a
constant air gap are adopted for the MSCSG. When the
sphere centroids of stator and rotor of sphere magnetic
bearings coincide, the interference torque is suppressed and
the rotor suspension accuracy is improved. +e bearing
dynamic reaction force and the centrifugal force are induced
by the unbalance mass moment and the offset between the
rotor mass centroid and the rotor rotating axis, respectively.
In addition, the deflection torque around the rotor mass
centroid is caused by the electromagnetic levitation force
through the rotor sphere centroid, due to the offset between
the rotor mass centroid and the rotor sphere centroid. Based
on the analysis above [14–32], the bearing dynamic reaction
force and the centrifugal force can be effectively suppressed.
However, the influence of deflection torque and different
loading sequence on the vibration suppression effect is not
considered. In this paper, a novel MSCSG is presented, and
its structure and working principle are introduced. +e
dynamic model of a magnetically suspended system is
established. +e feedforward compensation control against
three interferences, bearing dynamic reaction force,
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deflection torque, and centrifugal force, is proposed. +e
experimental validations are provided with the control
platform of the MSCSG prototype.

2. Structure and Working Principle

+e setup ofMSCSG is shown in Figure 1.+e gyro rotor with
the angular momentum of 15Nms is supported by the radial
and axial magnetic bearings in three translation directions
and the Lorentz force-type magnetic bearing in two radial
deflection directions. +e radial displacements are measured
by the radial displacement sensors. +e axial displacement
sensors are utilized for measuring the axial displacement and
the deflection angles. +e gyro rotor is driven by a motor at a
rated speed of 8000 r/min in a vacuum environment provided
by gyro house and sealed cowlings.When the rotor supported
by magnetic bearings with plane or cylindrical poles deviates
from the equilibrium position, the air gap uniformity is
changed.+e disturbance deflection torque will be induced by
the uneven suspension forces in magnetic poles. +erefore,
the spherical magnetic poles with the constant air gap shape
are adopted. For convenience of spherical rotor manufacture,
the rotor is divided into the outer rotary disk and inner rotary
shaft.+e sphere centroid of the outer rotary disk is located in
the central axis of its inner cylindrical hole used for fitting
with the inner rotary shaft. +e upper and lower sphere
centroids of the inner rotary shaft are coincided, and both of
them locate in the central axis of its outer cylindrical surface.
+e three-sphere centroids of the outer rotary disk and inner
rotary shaft coincide by means of adjusting the thickness of
the adjustable ring. +e structure and working principle have
been described in detail in [9, 10].

3. Magnetic Bearing-Rotor Dynamics Model

+e coordinate system of MSCSG is shown in Figure 2. +e
coordinate system OXYZ of magnetic bearing-rotor is
established. O is the coordinate system origin coinciding
with the rotor sphere centroid. +e z-axis of the coordinate
system is in coincidence with the rotor geometric axis.+e x-
and y-axes are defined according to the right hand rule. OI is
the rotor mass centroid. ω is the rotary speed of rotor. R is
the installation radius of the Lorenz force-type magnetic
bearing coils. α and β are the deflection angles of the rotor
around the x-axis and the y-axis. lr and la are the distances
between the displacement sensors and the origin O in the
radial and axial directions. lan and lbn are the distances
between the two counterweight surfaces and XOY plane. fx,
fy, and fz are the translation electromagnetic forces of the
radial and axial magnetic bearings. Px and Py are the de-
flection torques of Lorentz force-type magnetic bearing. fl is
the ampere force generated by single coil of the Lorenz force-
type magnetic bearing.

+e simplified approach is suggested for control and
simulation analysis of MSCSG. +e magnetic bearing con-
trol system is linear time invariant. +e sphere rotor de-
formation in high rotary speed and gravity effect on ground
are ignored. +e same power amplifiers of radial and axial
translation suspension are used. Based on Newton’s second

law and the gyrokinetic equation [33], the rotor dynamics
equations are established as follows:

m€x � fx,

Jy
€β − Jzω _α � py,

m€y � fy,

Jx€α + Jzω _β � px,

m€z � fz.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

Equation (1) can be written as

M€q + G _q � F, (2)

where M �

m 0 0 0 0
0 Jy 0 0 0
0 0 m 0 0
0 0 0 Jz 0
0 0 0 0 m

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, q� x β y α z 

T, G �

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Jzω, F� fx py fy px fz 

T
represent the

mass matrix, the generalized coordinate, the gyroscopic
matrix and generalized force, respectively, m is the rotor
mass, Jx and Jy are the transverse inertia moments of the
rotor, and Jz is the polar inertia moment of the rotor. +e
transfer function Φ(s) of the dynamics model can be de-
scribed as

Φ(s) � Ms
2

+ Gs 
− 1

. (3)

+e generalized force can be linearized as follows:

F � Khq + KiI, (4)

where Kh �

khx 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 khy 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 khz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and Ki �

kix 0 0 0 0
0 kiβ 0 0 0
0 0 kiy 0 0
0 0 0 kiα 0
0 0 0 0 kiz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
are the force-displacement stiffness

factor and the force-current stiffness factor, and
I� ix iβ iy iα iz 

T
is the magnetic bearing currents. +e

control currents of the magnetic bearings under decen-
tralized PID control law can be described as

I � KsKw −KPqs − KI  qsdt − KD _qs , (5)

where Ks and Kw are the gains of sensor and power amplifier
and KP, KI, and KD are the proportion gain, integration gain,
and differential coefficients. qs � xs βs ys αs zs 

T is the
sensor coordinate. +e deviation angle between the dis-
placement sensors and radial magnetic bearing in the cir-
cumferential direction is π/4. +erefore, the generalized
coordinate q can be written as
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q �

cos
π
4

  0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 sin
π
4

  0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

· qs (6)

4. Generating Mechanism of Interferences

Nomatter whether the rotor deflects, the shape of the sphere
shell air gap is invariable in the condition of the coincidence
of the stator and rotor sphere centroids. +e deflection
interference torque of sphere magnetic bearings is elimi-
nated. Under this condition, there are only three interfer-
ences as follows:

(1) +e bearing dynamic reaction force caused by a
certain unbalance mass moment.

(2) +e centrifugal force induced by the offset between
the rotor mass centroid and its geometric axis.

α
X

β Y

ω

Z

fx

fy

fz

Py

Px

Inertial axisGeometric axis

O

OI

N SSN

S NS N

S NNS

N S N S

R R

lan

lbn

f1f1 lr lr
la la

Axial displacement sensors
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Radial displacement sensors
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Figure 2: Coordinate system of MSCSG.
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Outer rotary disk
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Figure 1: Configuration of MSCSG.
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(3) +e deflection torque caused by the deviation between
the rotor mass centroid and its sphere centroid.

4.1. Bearing Dynamic Reaction Force. +e force system
consisting of dynamic reaction forces, inertia forces, and un-
balance mass moments is simplified. If there is an unbalanced
mass moment in the counterweight plane of the rotor part A,
the mechanical equations of the five control channels can be
obtained as follows based on theD′Alembert principle [12, 15]:

fax + fgx + fagax � 0,

fay + fgy + fagay � 0,

faz � 0,

2flR + Mgx − fagaylan � 0,

2flR + Mgy + fagaxlan � 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

where fax, fay, and faz represent the dynamic reaction forces
in x-, y-, and z-axis and fgx and fgy are the components of
inertia force in the x- and y-axis. fagax and fagay caused by
unbalanced mass moment in the x- and y-axis are the
components of inertia force. Mgx and Mgy are the inertial
moments induced by the inertia forces acting on the x- and
y-axis, respectively.

+e gyro rotor is symmetrical in the inertia principal axis
Z, and then the inertial forces fgx and fgy are zero. +e
bearing dynamic reaction force Fa in partA of gyro rotor can
be described as

Fa �

fax

fay

faz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

−1
lan

2flR + Mgy

2flR + Mgx

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (8)

Similarly, the bearing dynamic reaction force Fb in part B
is obtained as

Fb �

fbx

fby

fbz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�

−1
lbn

2flR + Mgy

2flR + Mgx

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (9)

4.2. Deflection Torque and Centrifugal Force. +ere is an
offset e� exi+ eyj+ ezk between the rotor mass centroid and
the rotor sphere centroid. ex, ey, and ez are components of
deviation e along three coordinate axes. +e electromagnetic
forces fx, fy, and fz always pass through the rotor sphere
centroid, which results in a deflection torque Pd around the
rotor mass centroid:

Pd � 2

fx

������

e
2
y + e

2
z



fy

������

e
2
x + e

2
z



fz

������

e
2
x + e

2
y



⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (10)

+e centrifugal force Fu under high speed induced by the
offset between the rotor mass centroid and the rotor rotary
axis can be written as

Fu � mω2
������

e
2
x + e

2
y



sin ωt + arctan
ex

ey

  

cos ωt + arctan
ex

ey

  

0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (11)

5. Unbalanced Mass Feedforward Control
and Simulation

5.1. Controller Model. Considering the bearing dynamic
reaction forces Fa and Fb, the deflection torque Pd, and the
centrifugal force Fu, the control block diagram of the
magnetically suspended system is obtained, which is plotted
with a solid line in Figure 3. +e main parameters of the
system are listed in Table 1. +e centrifugal force induced by
the offset between the rotor mass centroid and the rotor
rotary axis is in the feedback loop. +e bearing dynamic
reaction forces and the deflection torque are input inter-
ferences. +e feedforward compensation against three in-
terferences is plotted with the dashed line in Figure 3.
Gf(s), Gp(s), and Gu(s) are, respectively, the transfer
functions of the bearing dynamic reaction forces, the de-
flection torque, and the centrifugal force, which can be
expressed as

Gf(s) � Gu(s) � Gp(s) � −K
−1
i K

−1
w , (12)

5.2. Simulation. +e rotor dynamic balance grade G1 of
ISO1940 is used.+e rotor rated speed is 8000 r/min, and the
permissible eccentricity δ of the magnetically suspended
system is

δ �
1000

2π ×(n/60)
≈ 1.19 μm. (13)

+e permissible unbalance mass moment Gm in two
counterweight planes is

Gm �
me
2
≈ 3.39 gmm. (14)

According to the mathematical model and the control
block diagram analyzed above, the feedforward suppression
simulation results of three interferences are shown in Fig-
ure 4. +e unbalance mass moment of 3.39 gmm in two
counterweight planes with the phase difference of π is used.
+e components of offset e along three coordinate axes with
the same value of 60 μm are adopted.

As shown in Figure 4(a), the rotor radial and axial
displacement amplitudes are, respectively, reduced from
20.8 μm and 31.7 μm to 16.4 μm and 25.5 μm, when the
bearing dynamic reaction force is compensated. It can be
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seen in Figure 4(b) that when the feedforward suppression
against deflection torque is implemented, both the dis-
placement amplitudes are decreased to 17.2 μm and 27.4 μm,
respectively. When the feedforward suppression against the
centrifugal force is only concerned, both the displacement
amplitudes are reduced to 18.5 μm and 29.3 μm, which are
shown in Figure 4(c). It is obvious that feedforward sup-
pression against three interferences plays an important role
in rotor microvibration with low displacement amplitude.

+e interference torques caused by the bearing dynamic
reaction force and the deflection torque are about 10−2Nm
and 10−3Nm, respectively. Both of them are constant. +e
interference torque induced by the centrifugal force decreasing
with the rotor vibration displacement is about 10−3Nm. +e
loading order of three interferences has a significant effect on
the rotor vibration displacement. +e simulation with a
loading interval between two interferences of 0.2 seconds is
used, and the cosuppression effectiveness of three interfer-
ences in different loading sequences is shown in Figure 5.

+e interference torque caused by the bearing dynamic
reaction force is larger than the other two interferences.
When the bearing dynamic reaction force is compensated
firstly, the maximum ultimate vibration displacement am-
plitudes of 14.9 μm in Figure 5(a) and 15.5 μm in Figure 5(b)
are relatively small, compared with the other four states. +e

interference torque induced by the centrifugal force is
proportional to vibration displacement, which should be
located behind the other two interferences. +e suppression
effects in Figures 5(a) and 5(c) are better than those in
Figures 5(b) and 5(d), respectively. It can be seen from
Figures 5(e) and 5(f) that the ultimate vibration displace-
ments with maximum of 16.7 μm and 16.9 μm are relatively
large. It is the mutual couplings among the three interfer-
ences that cause the difference of suppression effects under
the different loading sequences. +e ultimate vibration
displacement in Figure 5(a) is less than the other five states,
which indicates the optimal loading order is bearing dy-
namic reaction force, deflection torque, and centrifugal force
control. +e rotor vibration trajectories under the optimal
loading sequence of three interferences are plotted in
Figure 6.

6. Experiment

+e gyro rotor feedforward suppression experiment is
carried out, and theMSCSG test rig is shown in Figure 7.+e
rotor unbalance mass moments with the phase difference of
162° in two counterweight planes are, respectively, 1.43 gmm
and 1.33 gmm, after field balance experiments. +e radial
and axial offsets between the rotor mass centroid and the

KP + ʃKIdt + KD∂/∂t
0

Kw Ki
I Φ (s)Fm q

Ks
qs

Kh

Gu (s)

Fu

Fa, Fb

Gf (s)

Pd

Gp(s)

Kw
–1 –Ki

–1

Kw
–1 –Ki

–1

Kw
–1 –Ki

–1

–

+

+

+ +

+

+ + +

Figure 3: Control block diagram with feedforward compensation.

Table 1: +e main parameters of the control system.

Parameters Value
m (kg) 5.7
ω (r·min−1) 8000
Jx (kg·m2) 0.0097
Jy (kg·m2) 0.0097
Jz (kg·m2) 0.0167
Ki (N·A−1) 220
Kh (N·m−1) 900
Ks 75
Kw 0.22
KP 16
KI 130
KD 65
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Figure 4: Feedforward suppression against three interferences: (a) bearing reaction dynamic force Fa, Fb, (b) deflection torque Pd, and
(c) centrifugal force Fu.
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Figure 5: Continued.
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rotor sphere centroid are about 45 μm and 40 μm, respec-
tively. +e optimal compensation loading sequence of the
bearing dynamic reaction force, the deflection torque, and
the centrifugal force is used according to the simulation
results above. +e vibration suppression of the magnetically
suspended rotor with the rated speed of 8000 r/min is

implemented under the vacuum degree less than 15 Pa. +e
rotor displacement is sampled by digital storage oscillo-
scopes, and the displacement curves are plotted in Figure 8.
+e radial and axial displacement amplitudes of the rotor are
19.9 μm and 25.4 μm before the feedforward compensation.
+e amplitudes are, respectively, reduced to 14.4 μm and
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Figure 5: Cosuppression effectiveness of three interferences in different loading sequences.
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19.6 μm with the responding decreasing range of 25%, when
the bearing dynamic reaction force compensation is loaded
at the time of 0.2 seconds. +e deflection torque interference
is compensated at the time of 0.4 seconds, and the ampli-
tudes are further reduced to 11.7 μm and 15.8 μm which is
reduced by 19%. +e ultimate amplitudes are decreased to
8.9 μm and 12.5 μm on the condition that three interferences
are compensated at the time of 0.6 seconds with decreasing
amplitude of 22%. According to the analysis above, the
entire decreasing amplitude of experimental results is about
52.8%, a little less than that of the simulation results about
53.7%.+e rotor unbalance mass moments of 1.43 gmm and
1.33 gmm with a phase difference of 162° in two counter-
weight planes are asymmetry, which results in the difference
between the simulation traces in Figure 6 and experimental
traces in Figure 8(b).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel MSCSG with two capabilities, attitude
control and attitude measurement, is presented, and the
feedforward compensation control method for the mag-
netically suspended spherical rotor is proposed. +e mag-
netic bearing-rotor system dynamics model is established.
Considering the three interferences, the bearing dynamic
reaction force, the deflection torque, and the centrifugal
force, the feedforward suppression simulations with dif-
ferent loading sequences are implemented. +e simulation
results indicate that the optimal loading sequence is the
bearing dynamic reaction force, the deflection torque, and
the centrifugal force. +e rotor radial and axial vibration
displacement amplitudes are, respectively, reduced from
20.8 μm and 31.7 μm to 9.4 μm and 14.9 μm at the speed of
8000 r/min, and the corresponding decreasing amplitude are
about 54.8% and 53%. +e prototype experimental results
show that the radial and axial vibration displacement am-
plitudes are, respectively, suppressed from 19.9 μm and
25.4 μm to 8.9 μm and 12.5 μm, and its decreasing amplitude
is 55.2% and 50.8%, respectively. +e difference between the
simulation and experiment results is caused by the deviation

of the two unbalance mass moments and their phase. +e
experimental results are in good agreement with the sim-
ulation, which indicates the MSCSG rotor unbalance vi-
bration is suppressed effectively by the feedforward
compensation method.
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